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OIL & GAS GLOVES
This standard applies to all kinds of 
protective gloves in respect of physical 
and mechanical aggressions caused by 
abrasion, blade cut, puncture and tearing.

abrasion resistance
blade cut resistance
tear resistance
puncture resistance
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 2015 | GLOVES // WORKMAN SERIES

THERMAL TAC pro

2242

NI-FLEX

SIZE  BLACK
SMALL GPT-12KS
MEDIUM  GPT-12KM
LARGE GPT-12KL 
XLARGE  GPT-12K1L 
XXLARGE  GPT-12K2L 

Features
✚  10 Ga. Brushed Acrylic Thermal Liner keeps hands extra warm and comfortable

✚  Acrylic is a synthetic fiber that is lightweight, soft, and warm, with a wool-like feel

✚  Synthetic Acrylic is resistant to oils, chemicals, and is very resistant to deterioration from 

sunlight exposure

✚  Crinkled latex coated palm and over Fingertips for enhanced gripping power on 

     wet/slippery applications

✚  Latex palm offers excellent tear resistance and durable abrasion/puncture protection

✚ Seamless knit construction reduces snagging

✚  Ergonomically shaped to the contour of your hand for improved comfort, control and flexibility

✚  Rolled knit cuff secures the glove to the wrist and prevents contaminants from entering

✚  Ideal for cold storage, stocking, freight handling, food handling, cold weather 

     construction, longshoreman

100% NITRILE DISPOSABLE 5 MIL, 9.5”  
INDUSTRIAL GRADE GLOvE

Features
✚  Ideal for working with solvents, Nitrile is chemical resistant and helps  

dissipate electrostatic charges

✚  Powder free where contamination is a concern and contains no natural rubber 

proteins known to cause allergic reactions 

✚  Compliant to FDA food handling requirements 

Meets FDA 21 CFR 170-199 specifications

✚  Form fitting for superior comfort and dexterity with textured fingertips  for greater 

tactile sensitivity and grip on slippery surfaces or applications along with excellent 

chemical resistance

✚  Suitable for applications where gloves are frequently replaced

✚  Black nitrile gloves are most commonly used by workers in automotive, electronic 

assembly, law enforcement, security environments, tattoo shops and beauty salons

✚  Black nitrile gloves allow instant hand protection without the visibility of blood, dirt 

and other contaminants

SIZE  BLACK
SMALL GNX-1KS
MEDIUM  GNX-1KM
LARGE GNX-1KL 
XLARGE  GNX-1K1L
XXLARGE GNX-1K2L 


